Audi A4 AVANT TFSI QUATTRO S LINE BLACK EDITION

General Info
Engine:

Vehicle Features
2.0 Petrol Automatic

Price:

Not Specified

Reserved

Body Type:

5 Dr Estate

Owners:

4

Mileage:

68,000

Reg Date:
Colour:

Reserved

July 2013 (13)
Misano Red Pearl Effect

Vehicle Description
Although we are unable to offer personal viewings at this time, we are still catering for our customers. We are able to provide
further photography, full walkaround videos and a free delivery service within a 100-mile radius. Here we have a stunning Audi A4
Avant 2.0 TFSI Black Edition Finished in Misano Red Pearl Effect with the performance S-Tronic Gearbox. This model is a rear version
of the avant giving you performance and practicality. The Audi A4 has become even more desirable thanks to Black Edition styling and
kit. The Audi A4 Black Edition is based on the S Line model, which gets a sporty bodykit, large alloy wheels and lowered suspension.
The S Line model also gets part leather seats and other luxury trimmings, and the Black Edition gets those too - with a few aesthetic
changes and some extra kit to set it apart. The A4 version gets large 19-inch '5-arm-rotor' alloy wheels with a matt-titanium finish,
plus a black styling package which includes a matt black number plate holder, gloss black fog light surrounds, colour coordinated door
handles, plus a polished black radiator grille frame. The Audi A4 Black Edition's interior is traditional Audi, in that it's well thought
out and feels very solid. It differentiates itself from the S Line model with a flat-bottomed three-spoke steering wheel, as well as
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